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Editor�s Desk

�Convey the negatives also, with  a positive note�

Some time back, I  happened to see a rejection letter received
from Stanford  by a B-school aspirant. The tone of the contents was
soothing and inspirational, even though it was conveying the message
that he was not selected. The seats available were limited and there
were many  applicants like him with excellent credentials, they went
on to say.  Even though it was still a rejection, the student would not
feel the usual heartburn, as in other cases where they tell point blank
that you are not selected, in a faceless manner.

In another case, that of  an appointment letter received by a young
engineering graduate, the tone was just the opposite. He went through
a written test,  grilling interview,   before getting  selected from among
hundreds of candidates. The letter of appointment  was a  legal-like
document, treating him almost  as a likely criminal. It mentioned
several things he has to comply with, almost in a scaring way, including
the legal implications if he left the organisation, without completing
the mandatory  service. What a demoralising piece of document to be
received by a young professional  entering  his first ever job!  Ideally, it
should have been mentioning about how important an asset he is going
to be for the organisation and how they are  looking forward to his
contributions to its growth, which in turn will lead to his growth, as
well.  Also, it is equally important, if not more, to inform the
opportunities available in the organisation to keep him updated all
through his career, like regular HR development programmes.

It is easy to convey the negatives straight away, treating the person
like an inanimate object. But  this is an  era of �learning organisations�
with the knowledge residing in people treated as its  real asset. Hence,
handling the people with utmost care honouring their sensibilities is
important.  Some sensible organisations do this  in such a way that
even after leaving, ex-employees will continue to  be their �Brand
Ambassadors�.

Trivandrum N. T. Nair
01 June �06

[Comments on editorial are welcome. e-mail: ntnair@gmail.com]
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Knowledge Updates

ATMs to respond to voice instructions in local language
Banking services are fast reaching rural masses in India. When it

comes to ATM  (Automated Teller Machine), however, English has
been the de-facto language of interaction so far. This  is  a serious
impediment  to the proliferation of ATMs among the rural people.
Now technology is chipping in with solutions. Voice-enabled ATMs
capable of receiving instructions spoken  in local  language by  farmers
and rural people are going to be introduced   in the Indian banking
sector.    Andhra Bank, already with its ATM-enabled Kisan Credit
Cards,  is planning to set up such ATMs soon.

Air tickets through ATM
  ATMs are eyeing new and new service areas to be brought under

its ambit. One such area on its radar is  e-ticketing  for air travel. This
is especially relevant today as airlines are trying to cut costs, where
ever possible. The conventional paper airticket costs over Rs 400 to
process, whereas e-ticket can bring this down to less than Rs 50. For
low cost airlines, such savings are most welcome.

FSSNet, an electronic payment system solutions and services
company, is launching a pilot airline e�ticketing service covering over
250 ATMs across India. The process of e-ticketing works like this:

 The customer calls the call centre of participating airline and gives
his travel details. The call centre executive books the ticket and informs
the customer about the various modes of payment. The customer
chooses payment at his bank ATM or Point Of Sales (POS) location.

He is given a 10 digit Numeric Booking
Reference Number (BRN). At the
designated   ATM  he  enters the BRN,
when the entire ticket details are displayed
for his verification and approval for
payment. The amount is debited from his
account  and the ATM sends   a response
to the airline server, which gives a PNR  to
be printed  on the ATM receipt. Customer

ATM
(Core article  in EKL April �06 Issue)
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Three Gorges Dam of China
[Core article in September 2005 issue of EKL]

Construction of the 2309 metre long, 185 metre high Three Gorges
Dam in China, the largest dam in the world, was completed  and the
dam was  dedicated to the nation  on Saturday, 20th May, 2006. It has
been completed in 13 years, ten months ahead of schedule, and marks
a milestone achievement in taming the flood-prone Yangtze river, the
longest in China.

The flood in Yangtze in 1998 resulted in the death of about 1500
people and loss of lakhs of houses.

The completion of the dam will enable it to play its role in power
generation with a capacity of 22,400 MW, shipping and flood control,
starting in 2008, one year ahead of the designated time.

On commissioning, the dam will hold water, protecting 15 million
people and 1.5 million hectares of
farm lands downstream from floods,
which had haunted the Yangtze
valley for thousands of years.

The dam is designed to
withstand an earth quake intensity
of seven degrees. It is also designed
to withstand terrorist attacks. In
case of nuclear attack, the operator
can discharge the stored water on
orders of the authorities. The world's
largest hydropower project has a
maximum water discharging
capacity of 11000 cubic metres per
second.

Government of India  is
working on a new policy to
promote semiconductor and
electronic industries in India.
The aim is to make India a
hub for manufacturing  LEDs,
flat screens, chips etc.

New  Policy for
Electronic
Industries

can then show this ATM  receipt at airport and collect the boarding
pass.

The technology can be extended for other applications like cinema
tickets, train  and bus tickets, hotel bookings etc. ATMs could be
thus converted as the convenient and secure  paying counter for several
services, without having to worry about the misuse of credit card
numbers.

[Source: ToI, Websites]
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Intel and WiMax Plans
While many users are happy enough with the high-speed broadband

access they can get from WiFi (Wireless Fidelity) hot spots available
in an increasing number of places like hotel lobbies, campuses etc.,
Intel  and others are pushing hard to make mobile broadband
connectivity even better.

Intel  has been at the forefront of developing WiMax, or worldwide
interoperability for microwave access. While similar to WiFi, WiMax
is supposedly more reliable and powerful than wireless fidelity, especially
in applications such as Voice over Internet Protocol that require high
bandwidth as well as consistent service quality. In addition, WiMax
allows users to be further away from a hot spot than WiFi, thus making
it a popular option, at least in theory.

Broadband connectivity at affordable cost  is in the agenda  of
countries all over the world and India is no exception. WiMax, a
wireless technology, is emerging as an option, especially for developing
countries, most of them with their large rural foot print. India has over
600,000 villages where WiMax can be deployed cost effectively to
provide last-mile broadband access (minimum 1 MB band-width),
enterprise connectivity, and rural telephony.

Intel, the semiconductor major,  active   in WiMax  arena with its
chipsets for customer premise equipment, mobile phones etc. The global
WiMax market is growing at 30% annually and  is expected to touch
$2.6 billion by 2009 from the present level of  $600 million. In India,
Intel is working closely with service providers  and state governments
to deploy the technology in a number of places like Ahmedabad,
Bangalore, Chandigarh, Delhi, Jaipur, Pune etc.

WiMax
( Core articles  in November and  December �05 Issues of EKL)

�The art of living is always to make a good
thing out of a bad thing�

- E. F. Schumacher
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General

Nerve-signaling chemicals called neurotransmitters control
whether we are asleep or awake by acting on different groups of nerve
cells, or neurons, in the brain. Neurotransmitters appear to "switch
off" the signals that keep us awake. Research also suggests that a
chemical called adenosine builds up in our blood while we are awake
and causes drowsiness. This chemical gradually breaks down while
we sleep.

In sleep, we usually pass through five stages including the stage of
REM (Rapid Eye Movement). These stages progress in a cycle from
stage 1 to REM sleep, then the cycle starts over again with stage 1.
We spend almost 50 percent of our total sleep time in stage 2 sleep,
about 20 percent in REM sleep, and the remaining 30 percent in the
other stages. Infants, by contrast, spend about half of their sleep time
in REM sleep.

During stage 1, which is light sleep, we drift in and out of sleep
and can be awakened easily. Our eyes move very slowly and muscle
activity slows. People awakened from stage 1 sleep often remember
fragmented visual images. Many also experience sudden muscle
contractions called hypnic myoclonia, often preceded by a sensation
of starting to fall. When we enter stage 2 sleep, our eye movements
stop and our brain waves (fluctuations of electrical activity that can
be measured by electrodes) become slower, with occasional bursts of
rapid waves called sleep spindles. In stage 3, extremely slow brain
waves called delta waves begin to appear, interspersed with smaller,
faster waves. By stage 4, the brain produces delta waves almost
exclusively. It is very difficult to wake someone during stages 3 and 4,

Insomnia
[Gist of Part I: Insomnia or lack of sleep is often a part of modern

life, and can be associated with limiting next day consequences. Last
issue of EKL carried Part I of this article covering causes of insomnia
and Circadian rhythm]

Part II

Occurrence of Sleep
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which together are called deep sleep. People awakened during deep
sleep do not adjust immediately and often feel groggy and disoriented
for several minutes after they wake up. Some children experience
bedwetting, night terrors, or sleepwalking during deep sleep.

When we switch into REM sleep, our breathing becomes more rapid,
irregular, and shallow, our eyes jerk rapidly in various directions, and
our limb muscles become temporarily paralyzed. Our heart rate
increases, our blood pressure rises, and males develop penile erections.
People awakened during REM sleep often describe bizarre and illogical
tales about dreams.

The first REM sleep period usually occurs about 70 to 90 minutes
after we fall asleep. A complete sleep cycle takes 90 to 110 minutes on
average. The first sleep cycles each night contain relatively short REM
periods and long periods of deep sleep. As the night progresses, REM
sleep periods increase in length while deep sleep decreases. By morning,
people spend nearly all their sleep time in stages 1, 2, and REM.

People awakened after sleeping more than a few minutes are usually
unable to recall the last few minutes before they fell asleep. This sleep-
related form of amnesia is the reason people often forget telephone
calls or conversations they've had in the middle of the night. It also
explains why we often do not remember our alarms ringing in the
morning if we go right back to sleep after turning them off.
How long one should sleep

The amount of sleep each person needs depends on many factors,
including age. Infants generally require about 16 hours a day, while
teenagers need about 9 hours on average. For most adults, six to seven
hours a night appears to be the best amount of sleep. Getting too little
sleep creates a "sleep debt," and your body will demand that the debt
be repaid.

Many studies make it clear that sleep deprivation is dangerous.
Sleep-deprived drivers are found to perform as badly as or worse than
those who are intoxicated. Driver fatigue is responsible for many motor
vehicle accidents and consequent deaths. Since drowsiness is the
brain's last step before falling asleep, driving while drowsy can � and
often does � lead to disaster. Caffeine and other stimulants cannot
overcome the effects of severe sleep deprivation.

Too little sleep may lead to impaired memory and physical
performance and reduced ability to carry out math calculations. If
sleep deprivation continues, hallucinations and mood swings may
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develop. Some experts believe sleep gives neurons used while we are
awake a chance to shut down and repair themselves. Without sleep,
neurons may become so depleted in energy or so polluted with
byproducts of normal cellular activities that they begin to malfunction.
Sleep also may give the brain a chance to exercise important neuronal
connections that might otherwise deteriorate from lack of activity.

Deep sleep coincides with the release of growth hormone in children
and young adults. Many of the body's cells also show increased
production and reduced breakdown of proteins during deep sleep.
Proteins are the building blocks needed for cell growth and for repair
of damage from factors like
stress and ultraviolet rays.
Activity in parts of the brain
that control emotions,
decision-making processes,
and social interactions is
drastically reduced during
deep sleep, suggesting that
this type of sleep may help
people maintain optimal
emotional and social
functioning while they are
awake.

Dreaming and REM Sleep
Sigmund Freud, who greatly influenced the field of psychology,

believed dreaming was a "safety valve" for unconscious desires. Only
after 1953, when researchers first described REM in sleeping infants,
did scientists begin to carefully study sleep and dreaming. They soon
realized that the strange, illogical experiences we call dreams almost
always occur during REM sleep. While most mammals and birds show
signs of REM sleep, reptiles and other cold-blooded animals do not.

REM sleep begins with signals from an area at the base of the brain
called the pons. The pons sends signals that shut off neurons in the
spinal cord, causing temporary paralysis of the limb muscles. If
something interferes with this paralysis, people will begin to physically
"act out" their dreams � a rare, dangerous problem called REM sleep
behavior disorder. A person dreaming about a ball game, for example,
may run headlong into furniture or blindly strike someone sleeping
nearby while trying to catch a ball in the dream.
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Sleep-walking, called
somnambulism, is a disorder in
the non-REM stage of sleep. A
person suffering from this
disorder may exhibit complex
behaviours like walking,
dressing, eating, bathroom visit,
etc. while asleep. It is a common
occurrence in childhood and
adolescence, but may signify
psychological disturbances in
adulthood. Somnambulism is
more often
experienced by
boys of age
between six and
twelve years.

Sleep-walking
usually disappears
after adolescence,
but may reappear
between 20 and

40. The trend can be hereditary
or familial. The disorder has
been associated with epilepsy,
traumas, genito-urinary
complaints, psychopathology,
sleep-talking, nocturnal enuresis
and nightmares.

Some of the symptoms of
sleep-walking include recurring
habit of rising from bed during

sleep and walking
about, a total blank
on the face, a stare

which is unresponsive to
the efforts of others to
communicate with the

affected and can be
awakened only with

great difficulty. A
disturbed mental
state also may lead to
somnambulism

Somnambulism

REM sleep stimulates the brain regions used in learning. This may
be important for normal brain development during infancy, which would
explain why infants spend much more time in REM sleep than adults.
Like deep sleep, REM sleep is associated with increased production of
proteins. One study found that REM sleep affects learning of certain
mental skills. People taught a skill and then deprived of non-REM
sleep could recall what they had learned after sleeping, while people
deprived of REM sleep could not.

[For details: http://counsellingresource.com/distress/sleep/
understanding.html]

[CGS]
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AdvanTech

The latest in propulsion engines with the promise of interstellar
missions is the Ion Engine. The European Space Agency�s (ESA) tests
on a new design of Ion Engines promise  up to 10 times fuel-efficiency
compared to those of existing electric propulsion engines. This new
design has the potential to power crewed mission to Mars or unmanned
mission with significant payload to conduct a variety of tests and data
collection.

Ion engines use an electric field to accelerate a beam of positively
charged particles � ions � away from the spacecraft to provide
propulsion. Existing engines such as SMART-1 used in ESA�s Moon
mission extract the ions from a reservoir and expel them in a single
process. This engine has 10 times fuel-efficiency compared to a
conventional rocket engine.

Tests on a prototype Dual-Stage 4-Grid (DS4G) thruster, at ESA�s
Electric Propulsion Laboratory in the Netherlands showed that DS4G�s
two-step process produces an ion exhaust plume that traveled at 210
kilometres per second � more than 10 times faster than possible with a
single stage Ion engine. This means that a spacecraft could carry much
more weight for a given volume of fuel, or it could go further, faster.

The conventional
ion engine uses three
perforated grids with
thousands of holes of
millimeter diameter.
These grids are
appropriately spaced
and attached to a
chamber containing
ions or charged
particles. The first grid
is maintained at
thousands of volts while

Ion Engine
Revolutionizing Space Exploration
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the second is kept at a low voltage to create an electric field which
extracts the ions from the reservoir and accelerates them into space.
The third grid acts to stop electrons flying back into the ion beam.
Higher the voltage difference between the first two grids, higher would
be the acceleration and fuel efficiency. But when the difference
approaches 5000 volts, ions collide with the second grid, and start to
erode it.

The new design uses 4 grids. The first two, closely spaced and
operating at a voltage of 3000 to 5000 volts, extracts the ions from the
reservoir. The second and third grids with a potential difference of up
to 30,000 volts accelerate the ions and the final low voltage stage
between the third and
fourth prevents the electrons
from flying back.

It could easily be a
decade before this engine
can make its debut in a
mission because of the
extensive testing required
for approving its use.

NASA has tested a High
Power Electric Propulsion
(HiPEP) ion engine to
demonstrate new high-
velocity and high-power
thrust needed for use in Nuclear Electric Propulsion (NEP)
applications. The rectangular shape of ion engines used, a departure
from the cylindrical ion thrusters used before, allows for an increase
in engine power and performance by means of stretching the engine.
Although ultimately the cylindrical engine would be used, these
rectangular ones reduce the prototype making considerably and
accelerate the pace of development. Yet another innovation has been
the use of microwaves to produce ions. Such engines have much longer
life and ion-production capability compared to current state-of-the-
art technologies.

The ion propulsion system is the culmination of over 50 years of
development on electric engine systems in space. Electrical propulsion
system for space applications owes its origin to the German rocket
expert Wernher von Braun.
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Rockets powered by electric propulsion systems cannot generate
enough thrust to lift their own weight. A chemically powered launch
vehicle is required to launch them into space. However, the electrical
propulsion system can develop sufficient thrust in frictionless space to
propel large spacecraft over vast distances.

The importance of ion engine is its great efficiency. For a given
mission, it needs much less propellant and hence weighs less and can
be launched using a less expensive vehicle.

Another application of Ion engines is in satellites. Every satellite
needs a motor to keep it accurately positioned in space. The motor is
fired periodically to compensate for the tugs of solar and lunar gravity.
Until now, these motors use chemical rockets, usually powered by a
mixture of monomethyl hydrazine and nitrogen tetroxide. When this
fuel runs out, the satellite loses its position and makes reception of its
signals unreliable. It also raises the risk of colliding with one of its
neighbours in space. So the last few drops of fuel are used to dump the
satellite into a �graveyard orbit� from where it slowly falls to Earth and
burns up.

Today�s satellites have a working life of around 7 to 10 years. The
most recently launched satellites from Europe and USA using ion engine
for position control will give them a life span of at least 25 years. This
means substantial decrease in the cost of satellite communications
and TV broadcasting and other related services.

NASA has initiated a program called BREAKTHROUGH
PROPULSION PHYSICS in collaboration with government labs,
universities and industry to seek the ultimate breakthroughs in space
transportation. The goals of the program are (i) propelling a vehicle
without propellant mass, (ii) attaining the maximum transit speeds
physically possible, and (iii) creating new energy production methods
to power such devices. All other nations engaged in space technology
also have similar advanced programs under way.

[BNN]

�I always feel sorry for people  who think
more about a rainy day ahead than sunshine
today�

- Rae Foley
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Harvard

News Scan

Three-wheeled Scooter
The Italian scooter giant,

Piaggio, which gave �Vespa�
scooter  in 1946 to the world,  has
now unveiled a three-wheeled
scooter, MP3, which will make
it almost impossible for the rider
to fall off.  It has two wheels at
the front to provide more
stability. In addition, it also does
away with the cumbersome
stand for parking. The  250 cc

model of  MP3 being introduced in Italy,  will cost around Rs 2.7 lakh.
However,  only the  125 cc model is slated for export  now.

Asian Development Bank  is setting up a series of knowledge hubs
and centres of excellence in Asia �Pacific region to foster knowledge-
based economies. These research  nodes will work  to  promote
innovative  initiatives in science, technology and management in
specific regions. The outputs from these outfits will provide decision
makers and development community with  state-of-the-art  knowledge
products  tailored to meet local specific needs. Currently, ADB has
identified three knowledge hubs focussing on  clean energy,  clean
development mechanism, and 3Rs(Reduce, Reuse and Recycle).  In
India, ADB is joining hands with TERI (Tata Energy Research
Institute) to develop clean energy systems. (Source: ET)

Knowledge Hubs by ADB

Bicycle Powered PC
By pedalling a bicycle for some 25-30 turns to charge a battery,

it is now possible to run a personal computer  for an hour. The Indian
hardware major,  HCL Infotech, is behind this innovative scheme.
In villages where electric supply is either not there or erratic, such a
facility will help the IT penetration, as bicycles are easily available
everywhere.
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Tech Brief

Robot Birth Simulator
for Medical Students

As per The Institute of Medicine under National Academy of
Sciences, nearly 98,000 patients die in the U.S. alone annually from
preventable medical errors. Efforts are on to engineer out  some of the
these errors. Noelle, a full-sized, blonde mannequin, is one such
engineering solution, through hi-tech simulations,  to train medical
students in handling pregnancy, abandoning the age-old  training
method  of using patients for learning purposes. It is a robot birth
simulator, in the form of a lif-like  pregnant lady.

She can be programmed for a variety of complications and cervix
dilation. She can labour for hours and produce a breach baby or
unexpectedly give birth  in a matter of minutes. She delivers a plastic
doll that can change colours, from a healthy pink to a blue baby
with oxygen deficiency.

Advanced  birth simulator robots with computer control  can do
much more, like emitting realistic pulse rates  and also urinating or
breathing. An engineer sitting in a corner can send wireless signals to
the robot from his laptop, inflicting complications to be sorted out by
the students.

Noelle is the leading  hi-tech robotic system in the market today,
even though  there are
other makes of lifelike
mannequins  to train
paramedics. Models
range in prices from
US$ 3,200 for a basic
version to $ 20,000 for
a computerised Noelle
that best simulates a
live birth. A number of
hospitals in U.S,
Afghanistan and other
places are using this
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Solar cells are mainly made of silicon, which is in short supply world
over, for the obvious reason that they form the core in all semiconductor
devices. Hence  search is on for alternate ways of making solar cells
and Honda Motor has come out now with its solar cells made of Cu-
In-Ga-Se (SIGS) compound thin films. According to Takeo Fukui,
president of Honda Motor Co, automobiles will not survive the way
things are going today. Honda hopes to use its entry into solar cell
business  to erase the negative image of automobiles  as products that
consume energy in vast quantities  while emitting CO2.

Compared to silicon solar cells, manufacturing cost of SIGS modules
is lower. Initially engineers had difficulty in making large solar panels
this way. Finally by applying automotive  surface treatment  and other
technologies available, they could sort it out and commence
commercial production. Module conversion efficiency of the SIGS cells
is 12%, close to that of  silicon cells and the researchers  are working
on to improve this  to 15% level.

[For details: www.nikkeibp.com/neasia/]

Siliconless Solar Cell

A Child�s letter to God
I was watching the TV when Challenger Shuttle

exploded. That was a sad thing. Was there anything
that you could have done? Were you mad because
they came too close to your territory?  We�re Sorry.

Jose

innovative system to train medical personnel, without loss of lives.
Probably flight simulators used for training pilots would have given

the lead to try such things in medical field, where there is a huge
business opportunity remains to be tapped, with more such simulators
for other areas.

[For details:www.defrance.org, www.livescience.com,
www.msbc.msn.com]
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Horizon

Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) currently in use are DC devices,
operating from a few volts of direct current from a battery or AC to DC
converters. In low-power applications with a small number of LEDs,
this is a perfectly acceptable approach, as in the case of mobile phone
handsets, where DC power is supplied by a battery.

 But LEDs are stepping out of  their traditional roles in hand held,
battery operated devices or as indicators in panels etc. They are
targeting the huge lighting segment currently dominated by
incandescent, fluorescent and  CF lamps. This throws up different
considerations. For example, large outdoor lighting with LEDs will
require   DC source of higher capacity distributed over a wide area.
But such  DC drive suffers from losses over distance, requiring the use
of higher drive voltages at the start as well as additional regulators, all
of which waste power.

In contrast, AC will perform better over distances which is why it is
the method used for delivering power to homes and businesses
throughout the world. AC makes it very simple to use transformers to
step down the voltage to 240 V or 120 V AC from the kiloVolts used in
power lines, but this is much more problematic with DC.

To run an LED-based fixture from a mains supply (e.g. 120 V AC)
requires electronics between the supply and the devices themselves to
provide a DC voltage (e.g. 12 V DC) capable of driving several LEDs.

A new approach is to
develop AC-LEDs, which
can operate directly from
an AC power supply. This
provides several
advantages, as Bob
Kottrisch of Lynk Labs, one
of the companies at the
forefront of this approach,
explains: �With AC, power
is transmitted and used

Technologies in

AC � LED
A Breakthrough in Lighting Arena
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much more efficiently. If
you can put your LEDs
directly on the end without
having to include complex
electronics to convert AC
back into DC, then you�ve
gained a double advantage;
you�ve handled the power
efficiently in the
distribution environment,
and you�ve delivered it
more effectively without
intervening electronics.�

 Lynk Labs also  claims
more light output for less
power with its AC-LED
approach.

There are several options for operating LEDs from an AC power
supply. Many stand-alone LED fixtures simply have a transformer and
diode between the wall socket and the fixture to provide the required
DC voltage. A number of companies have developed LED light bulbs
that screw directly into standard sockets, but these invariably also
contain miniaturized circuitry that converts AC to DC before delivering
it to the LEDs.

Another approach is to configure the LEDs or die themselves into
a DC bridge circuit . Although AC is input to this LED bridge circuit
configuration, the LEDs are still driven finally with DC and this
approach requires more drive power than a �true� AC-LED design.

  At the forefront of  real  AC-LED  developments are Lynk Labs,
Seoul Semiconductor and III-N Technology, Inc, a company located
in Manhattan, Kansas.

The technology developed by Seoul Semiconductor and separately
by III-N Technology uses the Christmas tree approach at the die level.
The AC-LED device is actually made up of two strings of series-
connected die, connected in different directions; one string is
illuminated during the positive half of the AC cycle, the other during
the negative half. The strings are alternately energized and de-
energized at the 50/60Hz frequency of the AC mains power source,
and thus the LED always appears to be energized. The technology
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developed by Seoul and III-N specifically relates to LED devices
designed for high-voltage 50/60 Hz mains AC power.

Lynk Labs, however, has developed and patented alternative AC-
LED technology for both high- and low-voltage AC.  Unlike Seoul or
III-N, Lynk Labs approach has been to develop AC-LED technology
that combines as few as 2 die or LEDs in a single assembly or package
along with matching driver technology for the specific AC-LED.

 The approach Lynk has taken is to provide plug-and-play total
solutions.

AC- LED   has economic benefits and environmental advantages
compared to  conventional lamps, to cite a few:

!LEDs have  long life time,  80,000 + hrs
!They consume less power, saving  nearly 80% of power

The Power Within
Imagine that your thoughts are like drops of water. One thought

or one drop of water does not mean very much. As you repeat thoughts
over and over, you first notice a stain on the carpet, then there is a
little puddle, then a pond, and as these thoughts continue, they can
become a lake, and finally an ocean.

What kind of ocean are you creating? One that is polluted and
toxic and unfit to swim in, or one that is crystal clear and blue and
invites you to enjoy its refreshing waters?

Remember, how often have you refused to think a positive thought?
You just have to tell your mind that that is what you are going to do.
You have to make up your mind to stop thinking negatively.

I�m not saying that you have to fight your thoughts when you
want to change things. Tell yourself that you are not going to buy
into the negativity anymore. You want to create another way of
thinking.

Again, you don�t have to fight your thoughts. Acknowledge and
go beyond them. Don�t  drown in a sea of your own negativity, when
you can float on the ocean of life.

You are meant to be a wonderful, loving expression of life. Life is
waiting for you to open up to it - to feel worthy of the good it holds for
you. The wisdom and intelligence of the Universe is yours to use

Life is here to support you. Trust the �Power Within You� to be
there for you.

                                                                             Louise Hay
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!LED does not contain any hazardous materials  such as lead or
mercury

 It is estimated  that switching to AC-LEDs  for lighting and other
applications could   save  nearly 60 billion  kWh of electricity  in
Korea by 2010 per year.

LEDs,   starting in a humble way decades back for use as red
indicators and small displays, had recently moved to centre stage of
many application areas like traffic lights and also lighting. Its main
limitation so far as a device working from DC only, is now being
addressed through AC-LEDs � a breakthrough, disruptive innovation
likely to    bring about  mind boggling changes in the way business is
done  in many areas, especially lighting. Anyway, we would be the
beneficiaries of this technological development.

[For details: www.ledmagazine.com, www.3N-Tech.com]

A cowboy rode into town and stopped at a saloon for a drink.
Unfortunately, the locals always had a habit of picking on strangers,
which he was. When he finished his drink, he found his horse had been
stolen. He went back into the bar, handily flipped his gun into the air,
caught it above his head without even looking and fired a shot into
t h e ceiling.  

�Which one of you sidewinders stole my
horse?!?!?� he yelled with surprising
forcefulness. No one answered. �Alright, I�m
gonna have another beer, and if my horse ain�t
back outside by the time I finish, I�m gonna

do what I dun in Texas! And I don�t like to
have to do what I dun in Texas!� Some of the

locals shifted restlessly. The man, true to his word,
h a d another beer, walked outside, and his horse has been
returned to the post. 

He saddled up and started to ride out of town. The bartender
wandered out of the bar and asked, �Say partner, before you go...
what happened in Texas?� The cowboy turned back and said, �I
had to walk home.�

[DSR]

True Plan
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Horizon
Technologies in

Mobile phones are fast conquering the telecom landscape and it is
estimated that world over,  there are nearly two billion cell phones
against one billion land phones. Mobile masts, the backbone of this
wireless network, are springing up everywhere to give better
connectivity. Definitely the masts are an eyesore and often objections
are also raised by public, alleging that electromagnetic waves spewed
by these masts are a health hazard.

This part aside, a research team from  University of Tel-Aviv of
Israel led by  Professor Messer-Yaron,  has now come up with a unique
application for mobile phone towers � using its signals  to measure
rainfall patterns, snowfall, hail or fog.  The  method exploits the fact
that the strength of electromagnetic
signals is weakened by certain types
of weather, particularly rain.  One
of the advantages of this method is
that it can measure rainfall at the
surface and the technique therefore
gives an accurate picture of the
weather on the ground. They claim
that this  technique is more accurate
than current methods used by
meteorological services and  believe
that the technique could act as a
cheap and valuable complement to
existing systems for meteorological
services.

The data is a by-product of
mobile network operators' need to
monitor signal strength. If bad
weather causes a signal to drop, an
automatic system analysing the data
boosts the signal to make sure that
people can still use their mobile
phones. The amount of reduction

Mobile Phone Masts
Measure Rainfall Too!
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Executive Knowledge Lines monthly owes its success to the
support and patronage given by the readers. Over the period of nearly
one year of its publication, the magazine has captured the attention
of a large cross section of readers � elite public, scientists, engineers,
managers, health activists, environmen-talists, planners, academia
and others. It is heartening to note that EKL has now achieved the
rare distinction of being considered a �Collector�s Item�.

We presume that you would like to continue to receive this unique
publication by  renewing the annual subscription,   at a  special
discounted rate of Rs 250 for our early readers,  instead of the current
rate of Rs 275 for a year.

Kindly send your renewal request giving address, e-mail ID and
payment of Rs 250 as DD/ MO/ or local (Trivandrum) cheque (Add
Rs 40 for outstation cheques) to:

Executive Knowledge Lines
Knowledge House, Mathrubhumi Road, Trivandrum 695 035
Note: It would be helpful if you could  send an e-mail to

ntnair@gmail.com  informing your renewal and  follow it up with the
payment.

Attention: Annual Subscribers

in signal strength gave the researchers an indication of how much
rain had fallen.

When they compared their estimates with measurements from
traditional monitoring methods, such as radar and rain gauges, they
discovered that the readings from all three closely matched. Also, the
new technique seems to give more precise measurements than radar
and was able to monitor a greater area. But the main attraction is that
the information necessary for this novel approach is effectively free,
continuous and comes from a  large network of masts that already
span almost the entire globe.

Similar work to explore  how mobile  signals can measure rainfall,
has been done in UK, Germany and Italy as part of an EU project.
Researchers from all countries believe the technique has promise for
issuing flood warnings.

[Source: http://news.bbc.co.uk/,
 Science journal]
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General

Any banking operation involves processing of information.
Conventionally, information is carried on paper. Dealing with
information on paper is historically laborious, time consuming and
unreliable. Traditionally, financial dealings and consequent banking
operations happened to be paper intensive and time consuming.

Use of computers, together with attached electronic devices and
communication media for storage, processing and transmission of
information, commonly referred to as Information Technology (IT),
provides the most efficient and effective facilities for information
management. Hence it is natural that banks are to gain a lot by
adopting IT in  their operations.

Adoption of  IT in banking, trade and commerce has given rise to
use of terminologies like e-banking, e-trade, e-commerce, e-finance,
etc. with 'e' standing for 'electronic'. 'e' could be replaced with 'paper'
to denote the equivalent conventional activities. Information resides
in computer and connected devices in electronic form for
instantaneous access, easy manipulation, processing and transmission.

The saying 'Time is money'
is probably most relevant in
banking, trade and
commerce. Exchange of
information in real time is key
to trade, commerce, business
and the consequent financial
transactions. The use of  IT
in banking realises exactly
this. The factor that exactly
drives the involved activities
is the computer network that
carries information between
the connected ends.

 Computerisation in banks
in early days was limited to

[Picture of  Computerized Bank
Counter]

IT - Changing the
Banking Scenario
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information storage and processing for back office applications. e-
banking really started with the establishment of computer network
connections and applications. Once a connection is established,
information could be exchanged among  any of  the connected
computers, thus realizing activities of instantaneous financial
transactions. e-banking is sure to enormously benefit financial
institutions in terms of reduced transaction cost, improved customer
services, and updated business intelligence.

One of the first e-banking applications is the financial transactions
realised through the Society for World-wide Inter-bank Financial
Telecommuni-cation (SWIFT). Through the facilities offered by
SWIFT, member banks, freight forwarders and transporters could
exchange transactions in real time, boosting international trade.
Instruments of exchange like letters of credit, bills of lading and other
relevant documents could be transacted electronically, providing big
gain in time, fidelity and customer satisfaction. Electronic transmission
of information between parties provides real time effect with increased
security, immediate credit decision and lower transaction costs. The
ease of delivery and remarkable reduction of cost are the factors
compelling for adopting e-banking in the commonly paper intensive
financial activities.

Time spent (in a bank) for money becomes critical because of the
reason that the time might have been converted into money. For those
who can turn time into money Automated Teller Machines (ATM)
has been a boon since time spent for money turned out to be negligible.
The introduction of ATM for dispensing cash on an Any Time Money
basis relieved customers from the inconveniences of counter
transactions. It turned out to be a hit for customers, that all the banks
were forced to follow suit in the competitive arena of financial business.
With added facilities ATM also frees one from the 'ten-to-two'
constraint of banking transactions. That is really a big relief indeed.
And ATM is a boon of IT, though, to many the IT aspect of ATM
might not have been revealed.

Electronic Clearing Service (ECS) is another facility offered by
banks through e-banking. It is a way of crediting amounts to individual
accounts of customers in different banks avoiding printing and
despatching of individual cheques. Large companies make use of ECS
for distributing dividends on shares, and similar payments to
beneficiaries. Through this facility, banks also directly pay monthly
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bills of customers in respect of different services enjoyed by them.
e-banking also facilitates cashless shopping and availing of services

through credit cards avoiding the risk of carrying and usage of cash.
Now there is wide acceptance for payment through credit card.

Conventionally, computer networks were wired with cable as
information carrier. Technological developments of our times now
largely support wireless communication. Consequently, connection to
computer network can now be established through wireless devices
like cell phone. Use of such devices for connecting to computer network
provides mobility in financial services, and has given rise to
terminologies like m-commerce, m-banking, etc. where 'm' denotes
'mobile'. It is opined that mobility gives increased employee
productivity, customer satisfaction, and provides competitive
advantages. Anticipating considerable increase in m-commerce
activity, large and medium companies, retailers and banks are already
developing services for this communication channel.

Current attraction in e-banking is Internet banking with cell phone
as the access device. Banks have already started offering this facility.
As a result, money transfer from one account to another can be done
without paying any visit to the bank. The cell phone becomes handy
for this operation. Here again, the technology behind it is  IT. Through
the cell phone, a  customer would be able to know all the details
about his accounts in the bank, as well as payments made from the
accounts in respect of periodic payments against bills, service charges,
purchases, taxes, etc.

It is now almost impossible for institutions engaged in trade,
commerce and financial activities to ignore the competitive pressures,
and have no choice but to adapt to the changed circumstances and go the IT
way.

[CGS]

�The art of medicine consists in amusing
the patient while nature cures the disease.�

                     -Voltaire
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Once upon a time in a village a man appeared who announced to
the villagers     that he would buy monkeys for Rs. 10. The villagers
seeing that there were many monkeys went out in the forest and started
catching them. The man bought thousands at Rs. 10 and as supply
started to diminish and villagers started to stop their effort he
announced that he would buy at Rs. 20.

This renewed the efforts of the villagers and they started catching
monkeys again. Soon the supply diminished even further and people
started going back to their farms. The offer rate increased to Rs. 25
and the supply of monkeys became so low that it was an effort to even
see a monkey let alone catch it.

The man now announced that he would buy monkeys at Rs.50!
However, since he had to go to the city on some business his assistant
would now buy on behalf of the man.  In the absence of the man, the
assistant told the villagers "Look at all these monkeys in the big cage
that the man has collected. I will sell them to you at Rs. 35 and when
the man comes back you can sell it to him for Rs. 50."

The villagers queued up with all their savings  to buy the monkeys.
The villagers then never got to see that man or his assistant
But village was full of monkeys....and monkeys.....
What a beautiful business idea!

[Abhilash G, Robert Bosch]

Monkey Business

Dilbert's "Salary Theorem" states that  "Engineers and scientists
can never earn as much as business executives or marketing
professionals."

Proof: Consider the two postulates given below:
Postulate 1: Knowledge is Power.
Postulate 2: Time is Money.
As every engineer / scientist knows,  Power = Work / Time
Since Knowledge = Power, and Time = Money,
 Knowledge = Work / Money
Therefore,  Money = Work / Knowledge
Thus, as Knowledge approaches zero, Money approaches infinity,

regardless of the amount of Work done.
Conclusion: The less you know, the more you make.

[Sourced by: B S Warrier]

In Lighter Vein
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Broadband over
Power Lines (BPL)

AdvanTech

Gist of Part I: Broadband over Power Lines (BPL) is a
broadband communication technology utilizing electric power
lines as the transmission medium. BPL works by modulating RF
signal with digital data and sending the same to subscribers�
location through power lines in a specific band of frequencies.
The frequencies and the modulation schemes used greatly
influence both the
efficiency and the speed of
the BPL service.

For efficient data
transmission, BPL system
requires medium / low
voltage power lines and
high capacity backbone
network located at power
sub-stations. Specially
designed BPL modems are used to send signals over electric power
lines. Modulation techniques like OFDM and FHSS are used
for high-speed data transmission at minimum power line noise.

In the first part of this article, which appeared in the last
issue, we covered a brief introduction of BPL, its working,
architecture and technology.

Part II
BPL Advantages
"Since the technology relies on the existing power grid, additional
infrastructure requirement is very less.
"The equipment needed to set-up BPL is cheaper than that of other
broadband solutions such as DSL and cable modem.
"The equipment uses existing power outlets in the home making it a
lot easier and simple. There is no need for complicated wiring and
additional installations.
"Power line communications outperform its competitors with speeds
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of up to 14Mbps.
"For users in rural areas, who cannot receive DSL or cable modem
services, BPL can be used to provide an all-in-one service providing
telephone, cable television and high speed data.
"BPL can be used for advanced monitoring and demand response
functions by electric utilities, to increase the efficiency of power
delivery.
"PLC may receive favorable treatment from federal regulators because
of its ability to compete with Cable and DSL on a separate facility.
"BPL offers equal upstream and downstream data rates.

BPL Limitations
 "Limitations due to the structure and condition of the Power Grid.
"The amount of bandwidth available between a sub-station and the
homes connected to it must be shared and the data rate depends on
the number of users.
"The distance between the customer�s home and the supplying sub-
station is a factor in the bit rate available to the user.  
"Some equipment in the Power Grid and lines will need to be
replaced or re-designed for the effective use of BPL.
"Large cost involved in providing high capacity backbone
connections. 
"Competition from providers such as DSL and Cable ISPs will be
intense in areas where one or both of these technologies are available.
"Needs to take care of security problem caused by Electro Magnetic
Interference (EMI) from power cables
"Power Infrastructure was not suitably designed to carry high
frequency data signal
"The cost factor will limit successful implementation of stable, high
data-rate connections over existing power lines.
BPL Standards

The presence of a standard for the BPL industry is actually a
reflection of its physical and economic structure. The electric power
system is significantly more heterogeneous than either the cable or
telephone networks. The BPL network is very specific and complicated.
As a result there is not one clear winner of a technical solution to
BPL. Different technologies might work well in different sections of
the same neighborhood. There is no technical pressure toward a clear
standard. Like DSL and cable data systems, BPL is an adaptation of
an existing network that was designed for another purpose. Like
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telephone and cable, power utilities hold exclusive control over their
power networks. However unlike DSL and cable data, BPL is not
being developed by the controlling companies - it is being developed
by outside vendors. As a result, there is no economic pressure toward
a clear standard.

BPL seems to have no standard for interoperability at present. United
Power line Council (UPLC), a division of the United Telecom Council
is presently working with IEEE and EPRI (Electric Power Research
Institute) for the development of technical standards for BPL. But
UPLC is not interested in developing an interoperability standard like
as DOCSIS or Wi-Fi. Actually it is too early for such a standard as the
industry is currently in a developing stage. HomePlug standard is the
only one standard available for BPL networking in home and it is
administered by the HomePlug Alliance. The HomePlug Alliance is
currently working on the next standard, to be called HomePlug AV. This is
another in-home standard, intended to allow consumers to use the power
lines in their house to pass audio/visual content around. Their goal is
bandwidth greater than 20Mb/sec, with QoS sufficient to pass video
or voice without latency or jitter.

There is currently little movement from the side of vendors for
bringing out an interoperability standard. Each vendor is interested to
protect their proprietary technology, and believe that they will defeat
competitors in the marketplace. However without clear interoperability
standards, BPL cannot serve as a platform for a market. At present,
individual companies are in the driver�s seat, and organizations serve
mainly as advocates to the rest of the world for the industry.

There are several trade associations that are working on the
standards and legal issues that represent the BPL industry:

"Power Line Communi-cations Association
"United Power Line Council
"PLC Forum
"HomePlug Alliance

FCC Regulations
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) released a set of rules

governing the use of BPL to control interference with licensed users
of the affected bandwidths. BPL is not currently subject to technical
regulation by the FCC. However, the FCC has some jurisdiction because
of interference issues - such high frequencies passing through power
lines can turn them and attached appliances into antennae. BPL
equipment and configuration must comply with a variety of FCC
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regulations concerning radiated and conducted emissions and
interference. BPL equipment would not be allowed to cause any
interference especially to ham radio operators. BPL providers should
use techniques to spread the data over large bandwidth and to drop
the power to ensure interference at a minimum. Also they must
maintain a database of installation locations and technical information.
BPL will be regulated as an information service, which is the least-
regulated class of telecom services. But FCC have made positive
remarks on BPL�s ability to provide facilities-based competition with
cable and DSL broadband providers.

In October 2004 the FCC adopted new rules for BPL systems. These
rules place new restrictions on BPL systems in recognition of the fact
that they pose a greater threat of radio interference, such as garage
door openers. However, the new rules are not sufficient to reduce the
probability of harmful interference to reasonable levels.

[ T S Ajayghosh
C-DAC, Trivandrum]

Final part (III)  of this article covering Current Status, BPL in India,
Future of BPL and Conclusion will appear in the  next issue.

Comparison with Other Technologies
ISDN Cable DSL BPL

Modem
Transmission Twisted Pair Coaxial Cable Twisted Pair Electrical

Media Power Lines

Bandwidth 128Kbps 20Mbps 8Mbps 45Mbps
(Max.)

Connection Dedicated Shared Dedicated Shared

Availability On demand Requires On demand Available
only Cable through  through

Installation Telephone line  Power line

Security Reasonably Less Secure Secure through Secure
Secure Point to Point throughData

Medium  Encryption

Reliability More Reliable Not Much More Reliable Reliable
Reliable

Comparison with Other Technologies
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Sinusitis is an inflammation or infection of the straw-sized passages
that drain each of the sinuses that surround our nose and eyes. It can
cause swelling,  facial pain, headaches and nasal congestion. It is  like
an angioplasty to clear out clogged sinuses. Acute sinusitis, triggered
by colds or bad allergies, usually clears up within a month. But more
than 30 million Americans suffer from chronic sinusitis, with symptoms
lasting  longer than two months or
regularly recurring.  Condition  is
not much different in other parts of
the world,  as well. Patients
repeatedly try antibiotics,
decongestants or steroid-containing
nasal sprays, but about a quarter are
thought to get inadequate relief.  In
U.S,  around 350,000 people
undergo conventional painful surgery every year for sinusitis problems.

In  angioplasty,  the doctors use balloons to push back clogs in
heart arteries. In a similar way, balloon sinuplasty is used to  clear out
clogged sinuses, as another  treatment method for sinusitis..

In this  new procedure,  doctors snake a balloon up the noses of
chronic sinusitis sufferers under general anaesthesia, stretching their
sinus passages to help them breathe easier, with less pain than the
standard sinus surgery. The sinus openings stay open because the
balloon actually fractures the bones and spreads them apart. In this
procedure there are no incisions or cuttings  and hence no bruising or
swelling.

Sinuplasty is still in its infancy, and research is just beginning to
track its effectiveness and determine who is a good candidate -
conventional surgery done by ENT surgeons or prolonged medication
or sinuplasty.

But if sinuplasty proves itself, it promises a long-awaited middle
ground between medications and surgery for thousands of patients
seeking relief from the misery of repeated sinus infections.

Health

Sinuplasty
New Method to Treat Sinusitis
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Books Scan

�Worlds Apart�
Civil Society and the Battle for Ethical Globalization
Book by: John Clark
Published by: Earthscan Publications Ltd, London

Globalization is one of the most charged political
battlegrounds of our age. Its advocates say it is an
engine for universal prosperity, while its critics  see it as a race to the
bottom  for poor people and poor countries.  Both sides either don�t or
won�t understand  what the other is saying.  The author tries  to bridge
this gap by interpreting both sides of  arguments and getting behind
the polemics. Not searching for a middle ground, it unashamedly looks
at the issues  through a  poverty lens and highlights the  injustices of
widening  inequalities  in world trade  and finance.  He argues for a
different management of global change that ensures everyone shares
in  its  opportunities � it is a call for  �ethical globalization�.

�Worlds Apart� assesses how citizens� pressure  - through a myriad of
civil society channels -  has shaped the  debate about globalization
and  indeed fundamentally changed the  political landscape. But it
also looks at  how the same forces  and opportunities that have  changed
the worlds of business and economics are also transforming civil society.

Part one of the book describes the process of globalization � how
they  generate huge new opportunities and why they  are controversial
(because the benefits are so unequally shared). Part two looks at the
challenges to civil society  in the globalizing world.

Part three addresses morals, voice, and responsibility; that is, how
governments, international organizations,  and corporations could be
reformed to assume responsibility for the �global footprint� of their
decisions. In particular, it looks at the role of  civil society in  these
reforms.

Contents:
Part One: The Impact of Globalisation

!Globalization � Agony or Ecstasy? Setting the scene
!How globalization affects  markets � Distortion and Extortion
!How globalization affects poor people
!How global changes affect politics

Part Two: How Global Change Affects Civil Society
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�Developing Knowledge-based Client
Relationships�
Leadership in Professional Services
Book by: Ross Dawson
Published by: Elsevier Butterworth Heinemann

In 1980, the U.S. economy was worth $4.9 trillion, producing 1.3
billion tons of goods. 20 years hence, in 2000, the U.S. economy had
almost doubled  in size to $ 9.3 trillion, yet the weight of goods produced
had only marginally increased by a few percent to 1.37 billion tons.
The economic activity that accounted for this near doubling in  size
of economy was  associated with almost nothing in material form,
nothing tangible one could  see. This massive growth in the economy
was driven by information, ideas, services, and knowledge � things
that weighed nothing. Its  value is in knowledge, and knowledge
only.

In a world dominated by knowledge, professional services represent
a large and rapidly increasing proportion of the economy.  As the
world continues to become more and more complex, highly specialised
knowledge becomes the most valuable commodity, by enabling
organisations to deal with this complexity and to create  value in an
intensely competitive world. The field of providing and selling services
based on highly specialised knowledge  is the domain of professional
services.

The author shows organisations how to lead their key clients into
lasting, profitable, high-value relationships. Building on the powerful
tested principles of knowledge-based  client relationships, the author
provides clear and  practical approaches for  all professional and

!This is the age of a Civicus � The rule of civil society
!Civil society in the network era
!Pressure groups under pressure

Part Three: The Path to Ethical Globalization
!Civilizing globalization
!Making globalization ethical � By making ethics global
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!Familiarity gained by information.
!Range of Information.
!Justified true belief.
!Information in context.
!Knowledge is understanding based

on experience - Knowledge is experience
or information that can be communicated
or shared.

!Knowledge, while made up of data and information, can be
thought of as much greater understanding of a situation,
relationships, casual phenomena, and the theories and rules (both
explicit and implicit) that underlie a given domain or problem.

!Knowledge can be thought of as the body of understandings,
generalizations, and abstractions that we carry with us on a
permanent or semi-permanent basis and apply to interpret and
manage the world around us�we will consider knowledge to be
the collection of mental units of all kinds that provides us with
understanding and insights.

!Knowledge is composed of and grounded solely in potential
acts and in those signs that refer to them.

[Source: Key Issues in the New Knowledge Management
(Book), The Advanced Learner�s  Dictionary]

Knowledge � Some Definitions

knowledge based  firms on how to  create unique value for  both
clients and  themselves.

Contents:
!Leading your clients
!The future of professional services
!Adding value with knowledge
!From information to knowledge
!Adding value to client decision making  and   capabilities
!Firm-wide relationship management
!Building partnerships and  developing knowledge
!Implementing new revenue models
!Leading the clients  in the knowledge economy
!The nature of  mental  models: How people acquire knowledge
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Journals Scan

FORTUNE
April 17, 2006

Nikkei Electronics Asia
March 2006

Contents:
!e-paper enters practical use
 Applications for electronic paper, previously

limited to e-book readers  and other such devices,
are expanding greatly.

!Solar cells evolve from sheets to spheres, cutting silicon usage
!First bendable radio: operates in 13.56 MHz Waveband
!Portable projectors use LED light source
Ultra High Performance (UHP), high-intensity mercury vapour

lamps in use today in projectors must be replaced about every 10,000
hours, in general. LED lamps have a life double of that or more. They
are also capable of instantly switching to full power, small in size and
can be battery driven.

Contents:
!FORTUNE 500 -  500 Largest U.S.
Corporations

  Exxon Mobil of Texas, USA is ranked  the largest U.S. Corporation
of 2005 with a revenue of US$ 339.94 billion, displacing Wal-Mart
Stores (US$315.65 billion)  from its numero-uno position of 2004.
General Motors (US$ 192.60 b) is at rank 3, followed by Chevron(US$
189.48 b) at 4, and Ford Motor  (US$ 177.21 b) at 5. Microsoft (US$
39.79 b) is at 48th position followed by Intel (US$ 38.82 b) at  49 (US$
38.83 b)

27 firms in the FORTUNE 500 list are still run by the CEOs who
built them, like  Steve Jobs of Apple Computer,

!How I work  - Bill Gates, Chairman and Chief Software Architect
of Microsoft talks about the digital workstyle. �Paper isn�t a big part of
my day� he says.
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August �05 - December �05
Steve Jobs- Speech at  Stanford Software Virtualisation Nuclear Energy
� Global Scenario Legal Process- Computer Way Dual-Core Processors
Pets -The Stress Busters Water Footprints and Virtual Water
WiMAX - To Dominate the Wireless World Bone Marrow Donors-
Beware! Glass Facades- Energy Guzzlers Cocoa- Food of the Gods
Artificial Kidney- Relief to Many Daisy- Digital Library of All Life on
Earth Magic Square Therapy - For Alzheimer�s Nano-crystal Solar
Cells- Cheap and Ultra-thin Moringa- Tree with Rare Powers
January  2006
Cars to run on Iron Filings Scanner to �See Inside� concrete
February 2006
FORTRAN the Fortune Internet Protocol Television
Audio Watermark to Protect Cinemas Short Stature Children to Benefit
March 2006
B-Schools Accreditation- AACSB, EQUIS and SAQS
Carbon Trading- Basics Empty Stomach increases student�s memory
Coconut Oil- The Brighter side Solar energy-A technological
Breakthrough
April 2006
Black Boxes for Vehicles ATM �The genesis Energy saving in office
buildings Turmeric-Panacea for Total Cure Solar Concentrator
May 2006
Ventricular Assist Device Insomnia Broadband over Power Lines
Live Plants Emit Methane Cinema with Fragrance

Executive Knowledge Lines
Highlights of  Topics in  Back  Issues
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In this technology driven era, investment in R & D is of prime
importance for organizations to survive in the midst of fierce
competition. Some Details of R & D Expenditures in 2004:
Sectors:
"Technology Hardware and Equipment - US $64.8 billion.
(R & D growth 2000-2004: �9%)
"Automobile and Components  - $61.9 billion (Growth:  +52%)
"Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology - $ 51.7 billion (Growth:+ 24%)
"Capital Goods - $ 25.9 billion (Growth: + 41%)

R & D Spends of  Some Top  Companies
Rank Company        U.S. $ billions

1 Ford Motor, U.S. 7.40
2 DaimlerChrysler, Germany 7.19
3 Toyota Motor, Japan 7.05
4 Pfizer, U.S. 6.61
5 General Motors, U.S. 6.50
6 Siemens, Germany 6.43
7 Microsoft, U.S. 6.18
8 Matsushita Electric, Japan 5.75
9 GlaxoSmithKline, UK 5.25

10 Johnson & Johnson, U.S. 5.20
11 IBM, U.S. 5.17
12 Volkswagen, Germany 4.82
13 Intel, U.S. 4.78
14 Nokia, Finland 4.74
15 Sony, Japan 4.69
16 Samsung Electronics, Korea 4.53
17 Honda Motor , Japan 4.37
18 Novartis, Switzerland 4.21
23 Robert Bosch, Germany 3.68
24 Hitachi, Japan 3.63
25 Hewlett Packard, U.S. 3.51
31 Motorola, U.S. 3.06
39 Cannon, Japan 2.57
42 General Electric, U.S. 2.44

 [For details: IEEE Spectrum December 2005]

Top R & D Spenders of the World
Management
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Wish List
[This  column aims to   bring out   original and creative ideas from

readers to be considered by  R&D personnel or Entrepreneurs for
development as products, systems or services for the benefit of the society.
Simplicity of operation, usage of minimum resources � materials, energy,
human effort etc - and speedy conversion from concept to market should be
kept in focus by those proposing original ideas. In case some of the ideas
appearing under this column have already been implemented, the readers
may kindly notify the details to us for the benefit of others.
Please mail to: ntnair@dataone.in]

"While doing daily exercises on various machines at home or
health clubs, we expend lot of energy working against springs, weights
etc. By incorporating generators in these machines with innovative
designs, we can channel these energies to generate enough electricity
to charge batteries of invertors or UPS � reducing our dependence on
grid and saving on energy bills, at the same time doing exercise in the
usual way. [RTN]

"An option to see the first few words/lines of an e-mail
(attachment  also) and then to decide whether to accept it  or reject
it. [NT]

"Pen size umbrella made of light and thin materials. Main axis as
well as spokes may be telescopic; cloth � very thin fabric or polythene
sheet. [CGS]

"A handy electronic device that can measure the exact age of   a
plant  or tree.

"A  simple  and safe gadget   to measure the quantity of gas in a
cooking gas  cylinder [VPG]

"A cell phone  in the form of  a wristwatch so that carrying it
becomes very easy.  It should have functions of both phone and
watch. For dialing, special provision could be provided, like
simply calling back stored numbers and clicking a button.

[CGS]

� Stress is an ignorant state. It believes  that
everything is an emergency�

- Natalie Goldberg
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Letter to the Editor

The feature on counting in ancient India published in the May
2006 issue was very revealing. An interesting aspect is that the names
of fractions have a Dravidian ring about them. I remember reading
long ago that in ancient South India, students had to learn
multiplication tables of fractions also. This was called �munthiri
kanakku�. I think it was this level of technical skill which resulted in
the creation of the
great temples of
not only South
India but
AngkorVat in
Cambodia as well
as Prambaanan
and Borobodur in
Indonesia.

In the Yuddha
Kaanda of Valmiki
Ramayana, there is
an episode in
which one of Ravana�s subordinates reports  to him the size of Rama�s
monkey army. The subordinate explains the arithmetic before
mentioning the figure of  67th power of 10 as the number of monkeys!
(It is another matter that the present island of Sri Lanka does not
have even standing space for so many monkeys!)

The arithmetic is as follows:-
The size of the monkey army is reported as one koti mahaughas

which makes it the 67th power of 10.
While this awe inspiring heritage should make us proud, it

should also make us introspect why and how the leadership in
such fields slipped out of our hands and we became enslaved to
foreign conquerors.

[S.S.Kaimal, Trivandrum]

Indian System of Counting

1 crore(koti)...7th power of 10
100000 koti....1 Sanku... 12th power of 10
100000 Sanku....1 Mahasanku..17th power of 10
100000 Mahasanku. 1 Vrinda..22nd power of 10
100000 Vrinda..1Mahavrinda...27th power of 10
100000 Mahavrinda..1 Padma..32nd power of 10
100000 Padma..1 Mahapadma..37th power of 10
100000 Mahapadma..1 Kharva..42nd power of 10
100000 Kharva..1 Mahakharva..47th power of 10
1000    Mahakharva..1Samudra..50th power of10
100000 Samudra..1 Amogha..55th power of 10
100000 Amogha..1 Mahaugha.. 60th power of 10

Comments on various topics in EKL may be sent to:
ntnair@dataone.in



In Forthcoming Issues

"Forest coverage of countries � Lessons to be learned from
Japan

"Digital Cinema � Conquering the entertainment world, with
richer viewing experience and also killing  the age old systems

"From iPods to Podcasting -   The revolution in digital music
and internet arena

"Hydrogen Economy � Hydrogen, a clean and sustainable form
of energy, useable in mobile and stationary applications, has the
potential to be a solution for tomorrow�s energy needs.

To Know More
Each article in  Executive Knowledge Lines (EKL) is condensed

from a vast resource base and is presented in extremely concise form.
But, often there will be a need to learn more about them for various
purposes � study, business, teaching etc.   Readers are welcome to
contact EKL for in-depth information on  topics covered in our issues.

Executive Knowledge Lines, Knowledge House, Mathrubhumi Road
Trivandrum 695 035    Ph: 91 471 5531316    e-mail: ntnair@dataone.in

A method of using smart
labels to indicate remaining shelf
life on food products is getting
ready to be launched
commercially by UK-based
Timestrip and Nestle.

 These  smart labels contain
a liquid which migrates across
the label, enabling users of
perishable food and other
products to monitor for how long

Smart Shelf-life Label
for Perishable Items

an item has been open or in use.
The technology can be used as
an external label or can be fully
integrated into products and
product packaging for accurately
measuring lapsed time. This new
packaging development   will
assist  restaurants and caterers to
manage their perishable foods
with confidence and ease.
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I slept and dreamt that life was a joy.
I awoke and saw that life was duty.
I acted and behold, duty was joy. -Rabindranath Tagore

The Last Word

Portable Document Format (PDF)
Portable Document Format (PDF) is the outcome

of  a dream of  John Warnock, one of the founders of
Adobe�s system, to create a paperless office. His idea
was to send full text and graphics documents
(newspapers, magazine articles, technical manuals
etc.) over electronic mail distribution networks.

These documents could be viewed on any computer and any selected
document could be printed locally. This capability  is needed  to
create and distribute documents using computers and Internet.

PDF is a proprietary file format for representing two dimensional
documents in a device independent and resolution independent
format. It can contain text, pictures, links  etc. The viewer of a PDF
can zoom in, pan and scroll around the document, almost as if it were
an image. It  can be used to convert hard copy documents into digital
format,   to create cross platform compatible documents in MS Word,
and also  to create downloadable, web page-like documents that take
up less file space. The PDF files do not encode information that is
specific to the application software, hardware, or operating system
used to create or view the document. This feature ensures that a
valid PDF will be independent of  its origin or destination.

Some Highlights of PDF:
"To create a  PDF file, the target document should be available

in MS Word or any other PDF-compatible word processor.
"PowerPoint Presentation   can  also be saved as a PDF file.
"PDF is unique  because it is   Cross Platform, Navigational,

Ultra-Printable, Ultra-Viewable and Smaller than other conventional
document formats.

[VPG]

Global Standards for   Data Interchange
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